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1st Witness Statement of HN298
Date signed: 5 February 2020

IN THE MATTER OF THE PUBLIC INQUIRY INTO UNDERCOVER POLICING

ri
HN298

c/o Designated Lawyers,PO Box 73779, London WC1A 9NL,

WILL SAY AS FOLLOWS:

1 This witness statement is made In response to a Rule 9 request dated 29
November 2019. It provides my full recolleotion of my deployment as an
undercover police officer(UCO)within the Special Demonstration Squad (SDS)
of the Metropolitan Police Service(MPS).

2. I am known in this Public Inquiry, by the nominal HN 298. There is a Restriction
Order in force in respect of my real name dated 9 October 2018. When I was
an .UCO, my rank was Detective Constable, and when I left the MPS it was the
same.

fl

Personal details
3. My full name is

HN298

and my date of birth is

in 1940s
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Police career before and after serving with the Special Demonstration Squad
L_

4

I

4. I joined the MPS

in 1960s

and Special Branch (SB) W—Tr79
.707—M

and became a Detective Constable on joining SB.
6
5.
Discussion of pre SDS postings in Special Branch
including C-Squad.

6. I do not recall the exact date on which I joined the SDS. I think it was 1971, and
7
,
I can see from a probation report that I transfei,i-ed i to a different squad in springi

1971, so it would have been in the latter half of that year.

7. I cannot recall doing any undercover policing or work using a cover identity prior
to joining the SDS. i did go to wider public meetings in plain clothes to report
on what was going on whilst I was in SB.

Selection for the Special Demonstration Squad
8. The SDS had an office just along the corridor.from -where I was based in CSquad. It was general knowledge within SB that an undercover unit existed,
palled the "hairies". It was also known that they undertook deployments. I knew
of the unit as the Special Demonstration Squad, and so common sense
suggested that they were deployed in 'group_ involved .in such activities. The
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SDS focused on people who were conducting demonstrations where policing
and crowd control were important. I was aware of what had happened in
Grosvenor Square and that people like Tariq Ali and groups such as the
International Marxist Group were involved.

9 I wanted to join the SDS and so made enquiries about it. I liked the sound of
being undercover. It seemed like it would be interesting and exciting work.

10.1 spoke to someone in the SDS about joining, although I cannot recall who. It
may have bin ri-iNT9-11.who was the Di mn charge of the unit at the time.
I cannot remember how I made the approach. I think I had an interview, but I
cannot remember what was discussed. It must have gone well, because a
couple of months later I was invited to join the unit.

1 1. No one spoke to my family or me about what the work would entail or its impact
on me, either before or during my time on the SDS.

12.1 was Married at the time of joining the. SDS. SDS managers did not speak to
my spouse.

Training and guidance in the Special Demonstration Squad
13.1 did not have ,any training, formal or informal, before I was deployed. My
recollection is that I joined the unit and went straight out into the field. I believe
I started growing my hair and beard as soon as I got the indication I was likely
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to go into the SOS, before I left my previous role. I do not remember ever being •
based in the SOS back office.

• 14.1 have been referred to the Home Office Circular 97/1969 on Informants who
take part in crime(MPS-0727104). I do not have any recollection of seeing this
memo either before or during my time on the SDS, However, I was aware that •
you should not act as an agent provocateur. I was in the police for a couple of
years before joining SDS. and 1 probably learned this at the police training
school before my first posting. I also think it is common sense that you would
not act that way.

15.I do not recall, and do not think I was given, any advice, guidance or instructions
on any of the following issues when !joined the SDS:

a. How far it was acceptable to becOnie involved in the private lives of those
1 met while undercover, or how close your relationships with thein could
be.

b. How far it was acceptable to enter sexual relationships whilst deployed
on an undercover operation.

c. Participation in criminal activity whilst undercover.

d. Provoking or encouraging another to participate in Criminal activity whilst
undercover.
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e. What to do if arrested.

What to do if brought before a court, whether as a defendant or a
witness.

g. What to do if you obtained as a result of your deployment information
subject to legal professional Privilege.

h. Any other ethical or legal limitatioriS on the way in which you could
- behave while undercover.

• ' 16.1 did not receive any training on race or gender equality from the MPS, either
prior to or during my time with the SDS.

Undercover identity
Cover name
17.1.believe that my cover identity was based on Michael Peter Scott, who was
born in

Location and date of birth

I

He was an individual whose details I

found in a birth record at Somerset House. I used his name and date of birth
•
1

Privacy

L

I purported to be from E3,Ietchley.
•

18.1 was not given any guidance or instruction about the creation of a false identity.
I was not instructed by anyone on the SDS to attend Somerset House, but it
seemed to me to be a reasonable place to go to obtain an identity, along with
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the birth certificate, that could be used to obtain other documents, register at a
GP, etc. I had gone to Somerset House previously on behalf of SB to do
searches; it was where you would go to obtain information about someone of
interest.

19.1 had not read The Day of the Jackal' before choosing my cover name, and
wasn't influenced by any book or film. You had to have a new identity when
you went undercover so obtaining it from Somerset House was the process I
used.

20. At Somerset House, I looked through people who were born at a similar time
to me,then I chose a name that I liked. I have always liked the name 'Mike'
Reason for choosing cover identity

9

21. I don't know whether I was the first SDS officer whose cover identity was based
on that of a real individual, living or dead. I did not know whether Michael Scott
was dead or alive when I chose that identity,'and I did not think' that was
relevant.

22.1 did not discuss basing my cover identity on that of a real individual (living or
dead) with any of my SDS Colleagues. I would have provided the SDS back
office with my false name after going to Somerset House.
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23.1 do not know how other SDS officers created or obtained their cover identities,
or what they based them on. I did not consciously use the identity of a deceased
child, as I saw no reason to do that.

24.1 do not know who the first SDS officer was to base his or her cover identity on
a deceased child. It was not me.

25. While undercover, I was commonly known as 'Mike'. I had no other nicknames.

.26.Save for my cover employment, which I deal with below, I did not develop any

Fidi
cover background for my undercover persona.,
I did not discuss a cover background
With my managers. I think they would have asked about my cover employment
and I cannot remember any issues arising from my chOice of cover
employment. I don't remember anyone asking aboUt my background at all:

27.1 have been referred to a document titled 'Penetration of Extremist Groups', and
in particular a paragraph headed 'Identity. and Background Material' (MPS0724119). I have not seen this document before seeing it as part of this •
exercise. I was not aware of this guidance and I don't remember ever seeing it.
I don't recall discussing any legend with management ("legend" is not a word
that I would use). It was early days in the unit, so things may have been less
formal then than they eventually became. I was not required to supply anything
• 1 -fil
I had a driving licence.
that might be described as an autobiography.

I

a
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I obtained a library
card, and a card from my local doctor.

28.1 was not aware of any other written guidance that might have assisted in the
creation of my cover identity.

Cover einployment
29. My Cover employment whilst deployed was as. a tank erector/estimator. A tank .
estimator is someone who gives pricing for erecting oil and gas tanks/
12:
gasometers.
Reason for choosing cover employment

30.Although this was what I would tell people about my job while undercover, I did
not have a cover employer and no cover employment was actually arranged. I
did not actually do any work as a tank erector/estimator. No one from the groups
I was deployed into ever asked me about the role. I don't remember it coming
up at all.

Cover accommodation

[131

31. My first cover accommodation was a flat at 16 Wetherby Gardens, SW5.
I was
there for the majority of my deployment, but moved eventually to a place in
Goodmayes, as Wetherby' Gardens was a long way away frorn'the meetings I
was attending. The place I moved to was much closer to the Ilford branch of the
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Workers' Revolutionary Party (WO).

32.1 never shared accommodation with another UCO or any other person.

33.1 never lived anywhere other than my official cover accommodation using my
undercover,identity.

Legend building
34. Before 1 joined the SDS, I was clean shaven with a short haircut and I wore a
suit to work every day.

35.When I found out I was to join the SDS, I began to grow out my hair to shoulder
length, as well as to grow my beard. I wore casual clothes when I was in my
undercover identity.

36.1 didn't visit any places or people in order to prepare for being in my cover
identity. I would have come up with something off the cuff if anything had arisen.

37.1 started attending meetings straight away; I did not live for any time in my cover
identity prior to this. There was no particular need to do so given that the
meetings I attended were not near my cover accommodation. lgot to know the
areas I was living and working in as I went along.
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38.1 used an old NSU car whilst deployed. I think it was white. The office provided
it to me. I think I may have had a second car, later on, but I cannot be sure. I
used the car for travelling tb Meetings, and travelling between my cover flat and
my home address. I may have given people a lift occasionally if asked, but I
have no specific recollection of doing so.

Deployment
Infiltration ofgroups
39.1 was not at any stage tasked to infiltrate any particular group. During my
deployment, I attended meetings of a variety of different groups throughout
London. I would attend any meetings,that I became aware of, if I thought they
might be of interest to SB. If I knew of a meeting where public order intelligence
could be gleaned, and I had the opportunity to attend it, I did. The office seemed
content with how I was conducting my deployment and with the reports that I
submitted. No one ever asked me to stop reporting on a particular group, or
change focus to a different group, to my recollection.'

40. My movement between groups happened organically. I started with the Young
Liberals, who were active on the public order scene and involved with antiapartheid protests. As time went on, I began to come into contact with members
of libertarian groups such as Commitment and the Croydon Libertarians, mainly
through my meetings with the Young Liberals. Through those groups, I became
exposed to people involved in Irish matters:
Then
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towards the end, my focus changed towards the WRP, which I would have
come into contact with as a result of meeting people in other groups.

41.1 think all of the groups that I reported on would have regarded me as a
participant or member. However, I cannot think of any group whose meetings I
attended in which membership was an official status. Although I was the
membership secretary for the Putney branch of the Young Liberals for a short
time, I do not remember there being any formal records kept.

42.1 produced my reports the same way throughout my deployment. I typed them
up as soon as I could after attending a meeting, using a typewriter at my (real)
home address. I would use plain paper, and I used to sign (by hand) and type
16

my name

H N298

Detective Constable,' at the bottom of the page. 1

handed any reports I had written that week in at the weekly meeting in the safe
house. 1 do not know precisely what happened to my reports after I handed
them in, but I think they would have been conSidered and disseminated.

43.1 do not think the reports I have been asked to looked at for this exercise are
the same as the reports I handed in. I note that most of the reports have proforma sections down the side of them, which my written reports did not. Where
my name appears on the document:It is Often written in a different form to my
linitials surname, first name surnam4,

my rank is described only as

r usual style

'Constable). They are rarely signed by me,although they are usually signed by
others.
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44.1 accept that if my name is on the bottom of a report, I am likely to be or may be
the reliable source referred to, although I cannot say that with certainty given
the matters the reports relate to are now over 40 years old and I have not seen
the reports in this form before„

45.1 have been aeked regarding each set of reports whether ! am the author of
them. I have not seen any reports in the material provided to me that look like
the reports I provided to the SDS. I do not know what has happened to those.
I think that someone must have retyped/summarised/included my reporting in
other documents and then added my name at the end (where my name
appears). Other material has been fed into some of these documents so it is
hard for me to say'whether a particular piece of information in the document
came from me or not. In that sense, I don't think I can be described as "the
author" of these reports, albeit that where indicated below I may-have produced
the first draft or provided information included in the contents.

46.Where a document has both my name and signature on it, I probably was the
author or one of the authors of the report.

47. Many of the reports that I have been shown have 'minute sheets' at the front of
them, which appear to include handwritten instructions as to what would
happen to the information in the reports and who would be forwarded the
information. I have not seen this sort of sheet before and did not know where
each piece of reporting that I provided wasient. I would not have been told that
'information.
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48. Many of the reports also have appendices or include within the body of the
reports lists of people with reference numbers next to their names. 1 recognise
these references asfrom SB files, but I did not have access to these files during
my deployment and none of that information could have come from me. It may
be that once I provided details of people at a particular event, someone else
looked up their SB files and drafted a report as a result. But I do not know how
that process worked and did not know at the time. As I say, 1 simply gave in my
reports at the weekly meetings and trusted they would be used as required.
Tasking
, 49.As I have described above, I was not specifically tasked to infiltrate any
particular group. I do not think I was given any particular instructions at the
,beginning of my deployment about what to do, nor do I think I received any
instructions during my deployment. The decisions as to how to conduct my work were left to me, and I liked it that way. Despite not being specifically tasked by
managers, I am sure my self-tasking was useful and relevant.

50.1 do not think I was told how long my deployment would be at the outset.

51.1 was not provided with access to information from other sources of intelligence.

)
52.1 did not limit myself to attending meetings in the area around my cover flat(s),
I went wherever 1 thought there might be information of interest. I would often
come across information about other groups or meetings in leaflets or at other
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meetings, or during demonstrations. The soli of groups whose meetings I
attended often produced lots of publications.

53.1 tended to' move from one group to another, and never found this to be a
problem. When I left one group, it was not really a case of deliberately leaving
one group to move onto the next. Rather, I would just naturally become more
• engaged in another group, or a group might reach a natural end point, and so I
would stop attending. It was all quite fluid. For example, what was happening
in Ireland came up often in the left wing groups I would attend. It was obvious to me just from reading the newspapers and my knowledge of SB work
:18i
generally that SB would be interested in what was happening in Irefand
I tended to veer towards things I thought would be of interest
to SB:

54.For the above reasons, as well as the passage of time, I cannot identify specific
dates that I was involved in any particular group. It wasn't a case that I would
formally join or leave. To the extent that I might have been considered a
member of a group, it would be because I was showing up to meetings at the
time.
Premises
55.There were three safe houses'from where the SDS operated. I cannot recall
L-{6
their exact locations. I think there was one was in South-West London,
another South-West 11, and another in South London. It Was usually a flat and I
would visit a safe house once a week for a weekly meeting. All of the
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undercover officers in the field would go for that meeting, unless they had a
good reason for not attending.

56.The SOS had an office at Scotland Yard. I did not attend that office once I was
deployed.

Pattern' oflife whilst undercover
57. My recollection of being undercover is that I spent.most of the time working. I
would usually go to meetings during the evenings and at the weekends. I would
get a couple of days off during the week when nothing was happening with my
groups, during which 1 would go home and spend time with my family. I would
• attend the weekly meetings to hand in reports and speak to my managers. We,
often shared a meal; two of the officers were good cooks! I cannot remember
what happened with holidays, but I would have tried to fit them in around
• everything else.

58.1 occasionally slept at my cover flat, although not often (perhaps once a week).
Usually after a meeting I would return to my home address. I would drive to and
from my home address, cover flat and meetings.

59.1 would write my .reports at my dining room table at home as soon after a
meeting as I could, usually the following morning.

60. My work on the SDS was completely different to my other work in SB. In some
roles within SB you were predominantly office bound,'you might go out to attend
,
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a public meeting. In other roles you might do some protection work, or you might
get posted to ports. Each role in SB was quite different to the next and the SDS
was no different.

Pay and overtime
61. My take home pay increased while I was on the SDS, because I was working
longer hours. I cannot remember how much it went up by. My basic pay did not
change (pay within SB and MPS was very much based on the rank system),
but I earned overtime. I think I must have given in my hours at the weekly
meetings, although I cannot now remember. I do not think there was any
reduction in my cost of living, I cannot think why there would have been. I would
claim expenses for things like travel (petrol). I do not remember claiming
expenses for food, although I suppose I might if I had to buy food in a situation
I would 'not normally find myself in. I completed a diary of expenses on a weekly
basis that was taken away at the meeting. The SDS paid the fine when I went
to court.

Reportirig on the South West Spartacus League
62.1 have been referred to three reports of 30 July 1971 (MPS-0732350), 2 August
1971 (MPS-0732352) and 4 August 1971 (MPS-0732353). I do not remember
attending these meetings or preparing these reports, but they bear my name
and signature so 1 am probably the author of them.
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63.The above reports must have been prepared whilst'l was a member of the SDS.
0732352)report says I attended someone's
:
I note that the 2 August 1971(MPS
house; I would not have done that during the course of normal SB reporting
which was limited to attending public meetings..

64.1 went to lots of different meetings of different groups. I do not really remember
going to meetings of the Spartacus League, although I acknowledge that these
are probably my reports so I probably reported on them. Save from reporting
on these meetings, I do not think! did anything more in relation to this group
and do not think I was ever anything close to being a member of it.

65.1 was not specifically tasked to report on the group's activities. All of my work
was self-tasked. This was a revolutionary group that held demonstrations, so it
would have been interesting to SB from a public order perspective.

66.1 cannot remember exactly when 1 joined the SDS. I attended a variety of
different meetings throughout my deployment. I cannot remember specifically
what other meetings I was attending at the time of this reporting.

Reporting on the International Socialists
67.1 have been referred to a series of reports relating to the International Socialists
dated between 29 September 1971 and 13 December 1971. I do not remember
these, but they bear my name and signature so I am probably the author of
them.
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68. 1 do not remember attending meetings of this group, although I accept that 1
probably did. I must have been a member of the SDS at that time. The
information I gained about their activities would have been obtained during
meetings I attended. I do not remember anything about them.

69.1 was not specifically tasked to report on the group's activities. I believe this was
a revolutionary group that held demonstrations, so it would have been
interesting to SB from a public order perspective.

70. My dutiee involved attending various meetings. I cannot remember specifically
what other meetings 1 was attending at the time Of this reporting.

Reporting on the Young Liberals
71.1 have been referred to a series of reports concerning the Young Liberals from
12 January 1972 and 13 August 1974. Some of :these reports are illegible.
These reports are not signed by me. I probably am the reliable source referred
to at the beginning of these reports.

72.1 have been referred to a further series of reports concerning the Young Liberals
from 26 March 1975 to 2 September 1975;These reports do not bear my name
and I do not remember them. While I do not remember reports I do tend to
remember names. Judging by the names in the reports (I do not recognise most
of them), I do not believe any of these are my reporting. From memory, iwas
only involved with this group in the early part of my deployment. I cannot
remember exactly how long for, but I do not remember it being years. I cannot
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remember how or why I ceased to report on their activities, but it was probably
because there were no activities of interest to SB taking place.

73.1 do not think I was still involved by 1075. Further, I note that a lot of the
information in these reports could have been gleaned from openly available
literature rather than'undercover reporting.

74.1 do not remember what the specific aims and objectives of the groupwere.,The
group was of

interest

to SB because there were individuals amongst its

members ,who organised demonstrations and got involved in public order
incidents. I believe it was individuals within the group rather than the group itself
who were of interest. 'Peter Hain was one Such • individual.

Privacy

was

another.

75. It was not a subversive group. They did not employ or approve the use of violent
means to achieve their objectives. They spent time discussing how they might
make a nuisance of themselvee. They evolved in time into other groups, like
Commitment.

76.1 was not specifically tasked to infiltrate the Putney Branch of the Young
Liberals. 1 reported on this branch because there were individuals within it who
were frequently involved in the planning of events that gave rise to public order
issues for the MPG, like Peter Hain. The purpose of my reporting was to gather
intelligence to assist the MPS with public order policing.
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77.As far as I am aware, the leadership of the Liberal party was not aware of the
deployment of undercover officers in their youth wing.

78. I have been referred to three reports relating, to the Young Liberals, of 1
February 1972 (IJCP10000008242), 2 February 1972 (UCPI0000008241) and
4 May 1972 (UCPI0000008255). As I have I already explained, I was not
specifically tasked to gather information relating to this group or any of its
particular interests (in this case, Irish politics). However, that information would
have been of interest to SB. Ireland was a major issue of the day.

79.1 have been referred to a report of 26 January 1972(UCPI0000008240). I was
elected to the post of Membership Secretary for the Putney Young Liberals. 1
cannot remember the meeting, but I probably did volunteer. I probably thought
that the position would give me access to information. It was important to have
that information because if a member did become of interest to SB, it would
have access to their details. I would have reported any details I came across in
this role, although I. do not think 'there was much. I do not remember what work
the Post actually entailed or, how long I did it for. I do not think it was an
organisational role within the group. I did not discuss taking up this post with
my managers beforehand. I do not remember them saying anything about it at
the time.

80.1 have been referred to a document called 'Penetration of Extremist Groups'
dated 26 November 1968(MPS-0724119). I was not aware of that docUment •
while I was in the SDS. I never received guidance on whether or not to take up
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office in groups,from my managers or from documentation. I knew that I should
not act as an agent provocateur, but that was it. In order to glean useful
information, it was often necessary to play an active part in a group. It would
not be practical to do otherwise. You did not have to.,be organising things, but'
if you wanted to find out what was going on you needed to be there.

81.1 have been referred to a report dated 4 May 1972 (UCPI0000008255),
regarding the annual conference of the Young Liberal Movement. I did not have
any knowledge of or involvement in any targeting of the Young Liberal
headquarters.

82.1

have been referred to the following reports: 18 January 1972

(UCPI0000008554), 26 Jan'uary 1972 (UCP,10000008240), 1 February 1972
(UCPI0000008243),2 February 1972 (UCPI0000008241), 09 February 1972
(UCPI0000008244), 24 February 1972(UCPI0000008558), 28 February 1972
(UCPI0000008248), 4 May 1972 (UCPI0000008255), three reports dated 9
May 1972(UPC10000008257, UCP1000000857,0, UCPI0000008566), 15 June
1972(UCP10000008258), 28 June 1972(UCPI0000008260)and 30 June 1972
(UCPI000008259), all of which refer to the presence or actions of Peter Hain. I
was not specifically tasked to gather information relating to him. However, as
the leader of the Young Liberals he was very vocal and involved. I was reporting
on the Young Liberals and therefore on things that were said and done at their
meetings. Naturally, this reporting often included reference to the leader of the
group.
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Arrest on 12 May 1972
83.0n 12 May 1972, I was part of a group of people arrested by police,
demonstrating outside the Star & Garter hotel in Richmond against the South
• African Rugby tour of the ,British and Irish Lion's. I came to participate in that
demonstration after attending a meeting at the home of Ernest Rodker.

84. I must be the reliable source described in the report dated 16 May 1972(MPS0526782), which describes what happened 'during the meeting beforehand,
demonstration, arrest and in the police station. This includes much more detail
than now remember and would be an accurate reflection of what happened.
[20

85 The report ofE1 !%.1,294_Mdated 16 May 1972(MPS-0526782)says that,I had
telephoned Peter Hain's address and been told by his Mother of a meeting that
was being held imminently. That sounds right. I would not have known .any
details about what might have been planned at that stage.

86.At the meeting, a discussion took place about how to stop the Lions Rugby tour,
to South Africa. The demonstration was organised there and then. The
principals of the demonstration were Ernest Rodker and Jonathan Rosenhead.
I did not play any part in the organisation of the demonstration, beyond being
present at the meeting. I did not have any input into the specific plans made.

87:As the demonstration happened immediately after the meeting, I was not able
to tell the SDS office the outcome before travelling to the demonstration. It
would have looked strange if I had run'off to a phone box.
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88.For that reason, I do not think that my managers knew of the specific place and
time of the demonstration in advance of it taking place. I did not have -specific
authorisation to attend the demonstration, nor was this the sort of event I would
have asked for authorisation to attend. In my view, this was just another
demonstration to attend and did not as a matter of course ask permission to
attend them.

89.1 cannot remember how 1 travelled to the hotel, but 1 note the report says it was
by car. Once there, was just one of a number of people taking part in the
demonstration. I did not have any particular role, nor did I do anything beyond
being present. I did not provoke, encourage or cause any other person to
r

• Participate in any criminal activity. As 1 say above, I knew not to act as an agent
provocateur and would not have taken any action that could be construed as
acting in any such way.

90.Before the demonstration, I was not aware that anyone was going to be
•arrested. I did not think any of the people demonstrating were criminals. They
really wanted to stop the tour, they felt strongly about it and went down to
demonstrate against the team going on it.

91.As I recall, the police dealt with it all fairly quickly. Everyone demonstrating was
arrested together. I was one of a group of about 15 people who were arrested.
In my view, I had to be arrested with the.group because what else cOuld I have
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'done? I had not done anything in particular, but 1 was there and part of the
group demonstrating.

92.The police were all very pleasant. They did .not lock anyone up; we were all
milling around a lobby area and I think they offered us all tea.

93.1 remember that someone from the group contacted Ben Birnberg, the solicitor.
I had no role in choosing him as the solicitor, but I remember that he was quite
well known for representing left wing people and groups. He came down to the
police,station and s
• poke to us all as a group. I think he probably asked
questions like whether any of us had been'manhandled by the police. From the
report, I think someone may have said they Were hit in the eye. I had no
conversations with him separately, but I was present during the conversation
he had with the group. I did not hear any conversations that he may have had
with individuals outside the main group. I do not remember any specific
conversations now but I think the gist of his advice was for us all to plead not
guilty. Given my position, I did not want to make any waves.

94.1 did not have the opportunity to contact the SDS office while 1 was detained at
the police station. I had not received any instructions from the SDS about what
to do in the event that I was arrested.

95. 1 note from a report dated 12 May 1972 (MPS- 0526782-)that the group was
bailed to attend the Magistrates Court on 15 May 1972. I would have contacted
my managers as'soon as possible after I left the police station, probably by
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telephone. I have no independent memory of the chain of events now, but I see
from the report dated 13 May 1972(MPS-10737087 :) that by this date the SDS
office knew what had happened and were planning next steps: I would have
• told them everything I could remember about the meeting, the demonstration,

the arrest and the police station. I would not have left any information out, as
reflected in the report of 16 May 1972(MPS-0526782). I would not have done
anything else with this information, or used it at all, beyond reporting it in the
usual way.

96.1 attended the Magistrates Court as required for the first appearance. I do not
remember anyone from the SDS being present, although I note from a report
dated 15 May 1972 that David Smith says he was present. I do not remember
this but it seems that is correct based on the report. When I attended the
Magistrates' Court, I did not try to inform the Magistrates or anyone else in the
building that I was UCO. I think it would have been madness to do that. I do not
know whether David Smith spoke to anyone.

97.1 think my managers would have been worried about this incident, but I was not.
I think the managers were probably worried that my arrest would reflect badly
on them, perhaps for allowing it to happen. I believe the information was passed
up the chain of command and reached the Assistant Commissioner, and have
seen some reports in the pack provided to me which show the information
moving up the chain of command.
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98.1 cannot remember the chain of events, but from the documents r have seen it
appears the case was adjourned and the trial took place at'a later date. I note
reports of two meetings that appear to be from me dated between the first
appearance and the trial (25 May 1972, MPS-0737109 and 13 June 1972,
MPS-0737108). I have no memory of these meetings now, but it appears that
during the course of them, there were discussions about how to proceed before
and during the trial. I would have reported everything I thought was relevant in
those reports and cannot add anything further now.

99.At the trial, I think officers who had made the arrests gave evidence. I do not
remember whetherlgave evidence, but I do not think I did. I must have pleaded
not guilty though, and 1 would have done that in my cover name, as that was
the name I was known by and the name I was arrested in.

100.

I went to that trial with the fUll knowledge of my managers that I was

attending in my cover riame. I do not remember any conversation about me
giving evidence in my cover name or being given any guidance on how to
conduct Myself during- the trial. In my mind, it was a pretty simple thing. We
were arrested for breaking the law, no one was hurt we went to court and were
fined. 1 believe that an SB officer did attend the trial, although I was not
conscious of it at the time and I 'do not know whether that officer knew who I
was. I believe a report was written about it.

101.

To my knowledge, the participation of a UCO in the demonstration was

not revealed to the police officers involved in the arrest or prosecution, the
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prosecutor, the court staff or any judge/magistrate. I do not think that it was an
issue that had any effect on the trial itself/.

102.

I am not aware of any efforts made afterwards to change the court file or ,

conviction, or any efforts made to ensure that the conviction was not attributed
to the real Michael Scoff. I imagine this is something the office would have
considered and dealt with, but I do not know if they did anything.

Ernest Rodker
103,

I have been referred to the following reports: 16 May 1972 (MPS-

0526782, pages 10-13), 16 May 1972(MPS-0526782, pages 8-9), 17 May 1972
(MPS-0526782, pages 2-3), 25 May 1972 (MPS,0737109), 13 June 1972
(MPS-0737108) and 12 March 1973 (MPS-0741133), all of which refer to
Ernest Rodker. I was not specifically tasked to gather information relating to
him. However, he was very vocal and involved within the group and so naturally
I would have included him in my reporting.

Jonathan Rosenhead
104.

I was not specifically tasked to gather information relating to Jonathan

Rosenhead., However, he was vocal and involved within the group and So
naturally I would have included him in My r'eporiing.
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Reporting on "Commitment"and Croydon Libertarians
105.

I have been referred to reports of 3 March 1972(UCPI0000008560), 10

March 1972(UCPI0000008251) and 7 March 1973(UCPI0000008145), which
relate to meetings of Commitment: I see that my name is on the bottom of them
and so I think I am probably the reliable source. I recognise some of the names
in the reports. I see I am on the list of attendees in UCPI0000008145, and it
was my usual practise tosput my cover name on the list when I was there.

106.

I think Commitment Were essentially a Libertarian group. Some of them

thought of themselves as anarchists. I think it is difficult to define the aims and
objectives of anarchist groups generally. They believed in natural lawfulness,
without any of the boundaries of law. But they all still had mortgages to pay.

107.

I dO not think Commitment's actions were particular subversive, but it

depends on'how you interpret ''subjective". The group was certainly thinking in
terms of actions, against the State, which would naturatly be subversive. But I
d9 not think anything they did was particularly .subversive; the limits of what
'they would do Would be to try and irritate/inconvenience some large company.
I do not think they employed or approved of the use of violent means to achieve
their objectives.

108.

I did infiltrate Commitment: I attended its meetings, which were held.at
Privacy

iS house,' in the Croydon/Thornton Heath area. They would have

considered me a part Of this group. Only 6-8 people tended to attend each
meeting: As they were anarchists, there was no membership list. I was not
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specifically tasked to infiltrate the group and I cannot now remember the
reasons why I started attending the meetings. I believe the Croydon connection
came originally from the Young Liberals, when I was infiltrating them. There
were people within that group calling themselves Commitment. I think it was
probably through meetings or conferences of the Young Liberals that I got to
know about Commitment and thought they might be of interest to SB.

109.

I did not hold any-position of responsibility within Commitment.

110.

I have been referred to reports of 25 August 1972 (UCPI0000008780),

22

September

1972

(UCP10000008777Y,

6 ' December

1972'

(UCPI0000008121), 15 January 1973 (UCPI0000008139), 7 March 1973.
(UCPI0000008145), 15 March 1973 (UCPI0000008146), 2 April 1973 •
21

(UCP10000008149), 4 April 1973 (UCP16000008151),
and 12 April 1973 (UCPI0000008152). Save for the
21A

one document

(which I deal With in more detail below), I think I am

probably the source referred to. The subject matter of the reports is familiar to
me, although I have no independent recollection of the matters now.

1 11. _

From memory, Commitment and the Croydon Libertarians were really

the same group. Both were headed up by

Privacy

who was also in the

Young. Liberals. I think Commitment may have been a slighter broader group
than the Croydon Libertarians,' emanating from the Young Liberals. Also,
Commitment had people involved in different parts of the country (although the
activity I was involved in was in London), while the Croydon Libertarians were
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based in Croydon. There were a number of people who were•involved in both
groups. If you were involved in one, it was easy to be involved in the other, they
tended to merge into one.

112.

For this reason, I would say the aims and objectives of the Croydon

Libertarians were the same as those described above for Commitment. They
were involved in demonstrations and initiated one or two themselves. They
were not particularly subversive and they did not use violent means.

113.

I did infiltrate the Croydon Libertarians. I was not specifically tasked to,

but this is an example of a case where activities intone group naturally lead to
attending meetings of another group. I would have attended these meetings
because they appeared to be doing something and I thought SB would want to
know about it. Of course, until I had infiltrated the group, I would not know what
their activities were and whether they were of interest.

114.

I did not hold any position of responsibility within the Croydon

Libertarians.

115.

I have been referred to a report of 12 April 1973(UCP10000008152),and

told this is the final report in my name relating to the Croydon Libertarians. I do
not remember the date I ceased reporting on this group, but if *there are no
reports after this date, and the reports are reasonably complete, it seems likely
[stopped reporting on them around this time. It is'around the middle of my
deployment which would be aboutright, I think„
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Details of reporting which
HN298 denies is his

117.

I do not remember being involved in the setting up of any federation of

anarchist groups. I have been referred to a report of 25 September 1973
(UCPI0000008159), referencing the London Federation of Anarchists, which
bears my name. I cannot say whether,this was the organisation that was being
considered in the meeting of 14 March 1973, because I cannot remember that
meeting. I cannot remember if I attended meetings of or reported on the London
Federation of Anarchists, but it does not sound familiar to me. I would guess
that the purpose of a federation of anarchists was to draw whole groups
together to have greater numbers and more impact.
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Reporting on the Irish Solidarity Campaign
1 18.

I have been referred to reports of 10 May.1972(UCPI0000008509), 16

August 1972 (UCP.I0000008518), 1 September 1972 (UCPI0000008519) and 4
October 1972 (UCPI0000008522). I am the reliable source in the first report. I '
cannot specifically remember the others, but they have my name on so I am
probably the reliable source. I did not type up the reports in this form and did •
not have access to the information in the appendices.

119.

I cannot now remember any stated aims and objectives of the Irish

Solidarity Campaign (ISC), although I would surmise :they supported

the

republican movement in Northern Ireland and all that entailed. I note that in a
Central London Anti-Internment League report of 26 September 1972 (MPS0728831), the ISC are, described as a group calling for self-:determination and
unconditional (albeit nofnecessarily Uncritical) support for those involved in the
struggle in Ireland, and were both political and consistent in their approach. I
•have no memory of this, but it sounds like it is probably correct.

120.

I was not aware of the group having any overtly subversive objectives.

They were in some sense cheerleaders for the things that were happening in
Northern Ireland at the time. I do not think they would necessarily embark on
violence- themselves, but they were certainly supportive of others who were
using violence to achieve their aims.

121.

I did infiltrate this group. I attended their meetings. I was not specifically

tasked .to do so, but I was a police officer and it was clear to me that obtaining
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information from this sort of group, given what is described above, was what I
was supposed to be doing as a member of the SDS.

122.

I did not hold any positions of responsibility within this group.

123.

I have been referred to a report of 4 October 1972(UCPI0000008522),

enclosing the minutes of a meeting of the ISC held on 2 September 1972, which

•

is said to have been previously reported. I cannot remember this meeting, but
•

if I attended it I-think 1 would have submitted a report about it.

124.

I have no independent memory of whether the ISC merged with the Anti-

Internment League (AIL). I therefore cannot s' ay from my own memory whether
the reason that no more reports have been found from me regarding the ISC is
because of any such merger. However, judging by the contents of the report
dated 26 September 1972(MPS-0728831), which describes the merger of the
AIL and ISC, that seems likely to be the case.

125.

As above regarding the ISC, I cannot specifically remember the aims

and objectives of AIL.

Reporting on the Central London branch of the Anti-Internment League
126.

I have been referred to reports dating between 21 September 1972 and

22 November 1973 concerning the AIL. My name has been typed at the bottom ,
of most of the reports, and so I am probably the reliable source referred to in
those ones. However, I cannot say whether I am the source of all the
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information in each report, and I would not have been the source of the
information contained in the appendices. I did not have •access to this
information.

127.

My name is not at the bottom of the report dated 18 January 1973(MPS-

0728897) and I do not believe lam the reliable source referred to. I note that
Bob Stubbs is named in this report, so he may be the reliable source mentioned.
I am also not the source of the report of 3 July 1973 (UCPI0000008078),
attributed to

128.

I cannot,now remember any stated aims and objectives of the AIL. A

report of 26 September 1972(MPS-0728831) describes the AIL (pre-merger
with the ISC) as a body comprising a Cross section of liberal opinion united in
their abhorrence of internment. This sounds likely to be broadly accurate. Given
that they merged with the ISC, it is also probably accurate to say that they
shared its aims and objectives.

129.

I do not know if the group's intentions could be described as subversive

or violent. Certainly there were matters discussed in the group that hinted at the
use of violence, if not by the group itself then by others, and the approval of
such violence. In the report of 26 September 1972(MPS-0728831), reference
is made to the People's Democracy (a group with links to the AIL) forming "a
force" which was understood to mean an armed unit quite distinct from any
involvement with either wing of the IRA. That clearly hints at violence, and
information about it would be highly valuable to B-Squad and SB in general.
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• 130.

I was not specifically tasked to infiltrate this group. Judging by the

, reports, I became involved in this group when it merged with the ISC. It was
obvious to me that the matters being discussed within the group would be Of
interest to SB.

131.

132.
24

I did not hold any position of responsibility within the group.

have been referred to a report of3July 1973(UCPI0000008078), which
. I see that my cover name is

I am told is attributed to

mentioned in the report regarding the first publication of the AIL publication
"Free Ireland". I was not a contributor to this publication. The'report states that
myscover name and address appear on page 7, named as the person to whom
donations of books or magazines for internees in Northern Ireland ought to be
sent. I remember that I had this role. I do not remember whether I volunteered
for it or was assigned .it, but I may have Volunteered. I thought it would be a
good way of obtaining more information about the cause. However, I do not
think I was ever sent any donations. I did not consider this role to be a position
of responsibility or an organisational role within the group.

133.

I have been referred to a report of.8 October 1973(UCPI0000008097),

. which reports a meeting of the Central Delegates of the AIL, open to central
delegates and other people. I see from the report that I am listed as an attendee
at this meeting and I am likely to be the reliable source referred to in it. I was
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not a Central Delegate of the AIL. I did not have any organisational role in the
Central London Branch of the AIL.

134.

I have been referred to a report dated 16 October 1972(MPS-0728845),

regarding the National Conference of the AIL. There are three officers named
at the bottom of this report, including myself, and so I presume each of us
contributed to the information in it, and this is probably an amalgamation of the
reports each of us submitted. I could not now say which pieces of information
came from me and which pieces carne from others. Although I expect that m'y
reporting did contribute as my name appears at the bottom, I do not remember
whether I attended this annual conference or not."l did know both of the other
• officers who are named with me, both SDS officers who were also deployed
undercover. I have no knowledge of whether they attended the event and I do
not think I would ever have had that knowledge. I do not remember coming
across another officer in the field, and I would not know what they did while
undercover or what groups they had infiltrated. I never really spoke to other
officers in the weekly meetings about what they did in the field. I was not really
interested; it was what I was doing that was of importance to me.

135.

I

have

been

referred

to

a

report of 22 November 1973

(UCPI0000008104), which I am told is the final report in my name regarding the
AIL. I have no memory of when, why or howl ceased to report on the AIL. There
are many reasons why reporting might' have stopped. I think it likely that the
group transformed into something else, or merged with another group.
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136.

If this is the last report containing information provided by me, and if the

copy set of reports is reasonably complete, then I think it is reasonable to
conclude I stopped reporting around this time. As! have not seen the reports I
personally typed up on the AIL, I cannot say this With certainty.

Reporting on the Anti-Apartheid Movement
137.

I have been referred to some reporting in respect of the Anti-Apartheid

Movement (MM). I may have been the reliable source referred to. I do not
remember ever attending a meeting of the AAM, and I note that the reporting
does not include reporting on any meetings of the MM, but more general
information about the group that could have been obtained at a demonstration
or via word of mouth. I think this was part and parcel of similar movements at
the time, like the Stop the Rugby Tour campaign. Peter Hain (from the Young
Liberals) and his parents were very active in South African issues.

1 38.

Most of the information reported in these reports is the sort of thing I

might have come across during my working day, possibly while attending
meetings of other groups. However, in relation to the report dated 16 October
1973 (MPS-0732378), I have no memory of this at all, and it attaches a
significant amount of material that I cannot remember having. I do not think this
material came from me. I do not think I attended an MM AGM. I believe that
Jill Mosdell may have been tasked to infiltrate the MM,and so I think it more
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likely that this information came from her. I do not remember speaking to Jill
Mosdell about this, but it may have come up in a weekly meeting.

139.

I did not infiltrate the AAM and was not specifically tasked to do so. As I

said above, I do not remember attending any of their meetings. I might have.
gone to demonstrations as a supporter. As with any group I might hear
something by chance, and if something came up, that I thought might be
important, I would have reported it. I don't think I reported on the AAM much at
all and the reports I have been shown may be the full extent of my reporting.
This was a small amount of reporting overall compared to other groups.

140:

.
,
There was nothing clandestine or revolutionary about the AAM, they

were a group of people who didn't think the situation in South Africa was fair.
They wanted to make apartheid a high profile issue so that people would say it
Was outrageous, in the hope that things would change. It was not subversive
so far as I was aware. I do not think they employed or approved of the use of
violence.

141.

I think the reason SB would have been interested in them related to the

demonstrations they might organise, and how to police them. So if I found out
information about demonstrations they • were holding, that is the 5ort of
information I would pass on.
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Details of other reporting
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Reporting on the TrOops Out Movement(TOM)
165.

I have been referred to one report regarding the Troops Out Movement,

dated 8 April 1974 (UCPI0000009925). It is possible that I am the reliable
; 27;
L

I

source referred to in this report.
Individuals, involved in' meetings I attended of
other groups would attend these meetings also.'I Probably did attend more than
one meeting of TOM. My involvement with them was limited to attending some
meetings, as was the case with most of the groups I attended. I would not
describe myself as having infiltrated this group. I cannot remember how long I
went to the meetings for. I would generally report back pn every meeting
attended and I expect I produced more 'reports than the one-I have been
provided with. Without reports to try and jog my memory, I cannot give any
further information on meetings I attended, including Which.branches I went to.
28

166.

I was not specifically tasked to infiltrate this group.

Explains reported on group for same reasons as reported on other groups

lit happened organically, and

I would have heard about these meetings in another meeting of another group.
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167.

The main aims and objectives of TOM were to get troops out of Ireland,

as well as a united Ireland. It had no subversive objectives and as far as I am
aware,did not employ or approve the use of violence to achieve its objectives.

168.

It has been suggested to Me- that during a TOM meeting in 1974, an

attendee was exposed as an SB agent and expelled. I was never publically
exposed as'a SB agent and I was never expelled from a meeting. However, this
may be a reference to an incident I do remember that occurred in the context
of

one of the groups il infiltrated. I cannot remember Which group it was. I

,cannot remember when this happened. It may well have been a TOM meeting.
I
169.

During the course of the meeting4

Describes being told by a member of a
group that Gerry Lawless had said that
HN298 was a spy

This was not said publically; I was told about
it during a private conversation. Gerry Lawless was not present at the meeting.
Driving home from the meeting that night, by chance I saw Gerry Lawless in a
phone booth. I went over and confronted him about it, and ended up punching
him in the nose. I Went home but my hand hurt quite a lot so I went to the local
A&E, where I discovered my little finger was broken. It was in plaster for a while
after that.

170.

There were no other SDS officers present at that meeting. I reported the

events to my managers as soon as I could.

171.

I knew there was a risk I would be exposed subsequently and had

discussed it with my managers. They might not have wanted me to return, but
I felt it was essential because I wanted to give the impression that any rumour
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about me was not true. My managers responded by coming and sitting in a
nearby location for the next meeting, although did not have to do anything.
Gerry Lawless was not there, but I was told by someone there that he was
telling people that he had broken my arm. I do not think he had any serious
injuries. After that meeting, I thought it was not a good idea to go back and so
I didn't.

172.

I don't think there were any consequences for my future deployments

resulting from the above. I was not given any additional support after this
incident, but I don't think I needed any. I would have met with my managers
after the meeting to let them know that'I was ok. I did not go back to those
meetings; perhaps this was the reason why I started reporting on the WRP.

Reporting on the Workers Revolutionary Party(WRP)
173.

I have been referred to reports dated between 21 January 1975 and 26
31

April ,1976 relating to the WRP. I have been told that

HN303

(using the

cover name Peter Collins) reported on the WRP. I did know that., HN303
had reported on the WRP and, as far as I am aware, we did not overlap. I was
not conscious of replacing him on the WRP, but by coincidence that may have
occurred. I do not think if was intentional as I was not told to infiltrate the WRP,
I just did it. I Was reporting on the WRP towards the end of my deployment,
probably during 1975 and 1976. I do not remember exactly when my reporting
on the WRP started or ended. I remember that at the time of my reporting, Corin
and Vanessa Redgrave were active ,Within the WRP and I remember going to
Vanessa Redgrave's house on one occasion to deliver papers:
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174.

Unlike all the other reports I have reviewed, none of the WRP reports I

have been shown have my name on. That makes it much more difficult for me
to say whether I am likely to be the reliable source referred to. I always signed
off my reports, although I acknowledge someone else will have retyped/
summarised/changed them from the form in which I submitted them.

175.

Having reviewed all the reports provided to me, I do not think many, if

any, are likely to come from my reporting. My guess is that the reporting comes

from

.

HN303

Where Peter Collins

is named in a document (for example, the report of '24 January 1975
(UCPI0000012087)), then I think

HN303

would have been the reliable

source. Although the report dated 21 January 1975 (UCPI0000012049)
includes the sort of information I might have reported, neither the name nor the
subject matter rings, a bell with me, and given the reference to a workers'
theatre, I think I would remember if it came from me. I believe this was probably
33

reported by

176.

HN303

I attended meetings of the Little Ilford branch of the WRP, vi/ho held

meetings in the home of

Privacy

!

It is probable

that reports of

34!

meetings at that house came from Me,

Some of the documents I have been
unable to read.
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177.

I did not report on the Islington, Stoke Newington or Glasgow branches

of the WRP. I do not remember ever attending a branch meeting of the WRP
that was not Little Ilford, although I did attend some larger meetings of the WRP
in • London. Many more. general reports on the WRP or about particular
individuals within it would not necessarily have comefrom a meeting of the Little
Ilford branch of the WRP, or indeed from a meeting of the WRP at all.

178,

I recognise the names of people mentioned in some of these reports, but

not all of the information contained in them. For example, I knew i

Privacy

and had some direct contact with him. The reports of 11 February 1975
(UCPI0000012112)and 14 May 1975(UCPI0000007181) both refer to him and
contain the sort of inforMation I might have reported. However, the information
in them is unfamiliar to me and I do not think I knew it at the time. This makes
Me doubt that this is my reporting.

179.

The WRP had the same aims and objective as all Trotskyist groups:

revolution. They were trying to attract, sufficient members. to inculcate their
doctrines of revolution for the workers, who would then go out into the
workplace and spread the doctrines throughout their places of work. In that way,
it endeavoured to be subversive. I think that ultimately all revolutions are likely
to involve violence. However, I never heard violence mentioned at any time, nor
did I ever witness any violence within the WRP.

180.

I did not hold any positions of responsibility within the group.
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181.

I have been referred to reports of 26 March 1975 (UCPI0000006993), 3

April 1975 (UCPI0000007016), 3 April 1975 (UCPI0000007017), and 9 April
1975 (UCPI0000007036). I do not recognise the contents of any of these
reports. I do not know whether the WRP had a policy of entryism with regard to
Trade Unions, but common sense suggests they may have done. Only through
workers could the WRP achieve their aims.

182.
26

I have been referred to reports of 26 March 1975 (UCPI0000007000),
September

1975

(UCPI0000007646),

and

30

October

1975

(UCPI0000009259). The content of these reports is not familiar to me and I do
not think the information within them came from me. I do not remember ever
being tasked by the Security Service to do anything. If the Security Service had
made a request to SB or the SDS, then I imagine someone would have
suggested to me at a weekly meeting that if I came across a particular topic,
they would welcome a report on it. However, I do not remember this ever
actually happening. In any event, I would not have known where that request
came from and would not have written any report referring to Security Service
requests.

183.

I have been referred to a number of reports described as relating to the

youth branch of the WRP, the Young Socialists. I was never involved in the
Young Socialists; even then, I do not think I was young enough to be involved.
With the exception of the documents listed below, which I am unsure about,
these reports have not come from me and I am not the reliable source. I note
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that the report dated 5 June 1975 (UCPI0000007303) refers to a photograph
submitted of the National Committee of the WRP Young Socialists. I never took
photographs and I do, not remember ever being asked to look at photographs
and identify people in them. This strengthens my view that someone else must
have been reporting on the Young Socialists, although I do not know who.

a. 6 May 197MUCPI0000007142): this report could.be from me, although
I have no recollection of it. I note that the address mentioned is close to
the home where the Little Ilford branch met. This information could have
been obtained without being in the Young Socialists.

• b. 30 December 1975(UCP16000009394). This report attaches leaflets. It
is possible that I picked up leaflets of this nature in a meeting of the WRP
and. passed them on. Again, I have no recollection of doing so, but this
is another example of information that mighthave been,obtained without
being in the Young Socialists.

184.

If I did report on anything linked to the Young Socialists via the WRP, it

would have been because I thought the information might be relevant.

185.

I have been referred to a report of 14 May 1975 (UCPI0000007176),

which refers to consideration being given to infiltrating the Labour Party Young
Socialists by the WRP. I am not the reliable source of this information and I was
not aware of this happening. I do not know whether the WRP developed a
policy of entryism into the Labour Party, but I suppose they might have done.
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Entryism was not a matter I was tasked to report on. I would have reported on
it had I come across it, but I do not think I did.

186.

I have been referred to two reports dated 2 July 1975 ancl'8 July 1975

(UCPI0000012752 and UCPI0000012781), relating to a meeting of the WRP
Shrewsbury Two Action Committee at the Adelphi,Hotel in Liverpool on 29 June
1975. I do not have any memory at all of going to Liverpool for an event. I think
it unlikely that I went to the meeting reported. I did hear about the Shrewsbury
Two at some point while I was undercover, and it makes sense that there was
an action committee. I was not on the action committee. I do not know who
wrote these reports or who the reliable source of the reports was.

187.

I have been referred to two reports dated 9 October 1975 (MPS-

0741130) and 24 October 1975 (UCPI0000009257) which relate to

WRP

meetings to discuss a police raid on the WRP Education Centre. 'I do not know
anything about a police raid on a training centre and do not think I ever heard
anything about it. It was not me writing these reports and I did not attend these
meetings, one of which was on the King's Road and the other at the Bloomsbury
' Centre.

188.
:35:

Details of other reporting which
HN298 denies is his
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189.

I was not specifically tasked to report on the WRP reaction to the police

raids; as I have said, I did not know anything about any police raids. I certainly
did not have advance notice of a police raid, nor did I assist in any way with the
planning or operation of the raid.

190.

I attended the WRP Education Centre in Derbyshire for a course.

According to MPS-0741115, I went'between Sunday 8 February 1976 and
'Saturday 14 or Sunday 15 February 1976, which sounds .about right. From
memory, this course took place over a week, not just a weekend. I was given
permission by my supervising officers to attend in advance of the course, but
only received confirmation from the WRP that I was to attend on that particular
date shortly before I departed.

191.

On my return, I wrote a detailed report on everything I could remember

from the week. It was 30 pages long and typed and I have not seen it in the
papers I have been provided with. As was my practice, I would have typed my
name at the bottom and signed it. I was proud of the report. It gave a total
picture of what had gone on, including the class topics, teachers and attendees,
security, accommodation and facilities.
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192.

I don't know if any efforts were made to secure my safety during my time

on the course. I am also not sure what coulcl have been done given that I was
in Derbyshire on a premises with high security. I had no contact with my
. supervising officer while there; it would not have been practical to have any.
You did not leave the centre once you were in. I was never concerned for my
_
safety while there.

193.

I have read the report of 30 September 1975 (MPS-0741115) which

gives permission for me to attend the course. In the same document, on 9
February 1976, it states that permission for me to attend the course was
cancelled after I had already left for it. I was never told about that and the first
I heard of it was when I read this Inquiry document. I note also from this report
the reference to ensuing the strictest secrecy regarding my visit.

194.

There is a reference to my report in that document. It also refers to the

papers being registered' and retained in Room 1834 rather than leaving them
on the SDS file. Although I do not know what Room 1834 was, I think this may
explain why my report does not appear in the papers I have been asked to
review. Entirely by coincidence, after my time on the SDS I was asked in
another role to retrieve the report from where it was filed. I noted that it had
been classified 'secret green', rather than 'secret'. I do not know why it was
marked with this higher level security classification, but I imagine it was to do
with the sensitivity of my involvement in the,course.
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195.

I have been referred to a report dated 4 February 1976(MPS-0741113).

This is not the report that I wrote following my stay at White Meadows. I note
that a report dated 29 January 1976 (UCPI0000009578) refers to a weekend
school at its Education Centre for the North and East London Regions of the
WRP Young Socialists on Saturday 31 January and Sunday 1 February. I am
•

not the source of this report, but it seems to me the ,report dated 4 February
1976 is likely to be a report from that weekend.

196.

I did not attend the Education Centre for a weekend course. I was not a

member of the Young Socialists. I assume therefore that another source must
have attended that weekend, although I have no information about who it might
35a

I have considered

be

whether this report could be a misdated summary of my report, but given the
reference to a weekend training course at that time in UCPI0000009578, I do
not think itis. Also I do not think anyone would have summarised my report,
particularly given its higher level security classification.

197.

I

note the use of the phrase 'swan song' in both MPS-0741115 and

UCPI0000012240, which rather confusingly seems to suggest that the report of
4 February 1976 might be mine. If that is the suggestion, I think it has been
made in error. The 4 February 1976 document is not my report. I have not seen
that report since I left SB. If the Inquiry does not have a copy of my report, I
assume the reason is that, as per the note in MPS-0741115, my report was not
retained within the SDS or its files.
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198.

I

have

been

referred

to

a 'report dated

29

March

1976

(UCPI0000012309). I do not think that I am the reliable source referred to in
this report, nor am I the author.

199.

I have been referred to a letter from Acting-Chief InsPector Craft dated

20 February 1976(MPS-0732936), which states that I will be released from the
SDS on 12 April 1976..1 have no specific memory of the date I left the SDS, but
this sounds about right. My deployment with the WRP probably came to an end
by me telling them I was working away for a while, maybe in Scotland. I cannot

remember now.

Trade Unions
200.

have

been

referred

to

reports

dated

20

March

1975

(UCP10000006947), 7 April 1975 (UCPI0000007031), .9 April / 1975
(UCPI0000007036) and 16 June 1975 (UCPI0000007363), which relate to the
All Trades Union Alliance, often in conjunction with WRP. I think I remember
the name, but I do not think I was the source of these reports. Having read the
reports, none of the details in them remind me of anything I reported. This sort
of thing might crop-up in different places and regarding different groups. I did,
not attend any,regular meetings of this group. I would think that the groups aim
was trying to generate a general strike. Doing these things through the
workforce was what the WRP was about; and the way to do that would be
through the Unions.
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I did not join any trade union whilst an undercover police officer serving

291.

with the SDS. I was not asked to. 1 did not become involved in any trade union
affairs.

Public Order
202. '

I did witness some public disorder whilst serving undercover with the

SDS. I attended some raucous demonstrations. I can remember one
demonstration in Whitehall (I cannot rem,ember what was being demonstrated
against), when /some particularly nasty people were trying to hit the police with
sticks and other items. The people involved were not a group I was involved
with. It was a big demonstration. Some people must have been arrested, and
rightly so. However, I Was never worried about my own safety at these events,
and I do not remember ever being worried that things Were getting out of hand.
I did not participate in any public disorder whilst serving undercover with the
0
SDS, save for the occasion when I was arrested, when I was part of a
demonstration blocking a road.

Violence
203.

Save for the incident I have already described above which may have

taken place after a'TOM meeting, I did not witness, nor was I involved in (as
perpetrator Cr victim), any violence to people or ,property whilst serving
undercover with the SDS.
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Subversion
204.

I believe that SB had a role in countering subversive activity. If the police

became aware of subversive activity, obviously their role would be to prevent
and/or stop it to maintain order. In my view, this is cOmMon sense. If someone
is doing something subversive, you would expect the police to act.

205.

Beyond the general descriptions of aims and objectives of groups I have

described above, I did not witness any subversive activity while I was
.undercover.

206.

Although I would have expected some of my reports to be copied to the

Security Service given their own role in maintaining security, I do not have any
specific knowledge as to why individual reports were copied to them. I did not
know whether any particular report was copied at the time, or why.

207.

As far as I am aware, I did not personally have any direct contact with

the Security Service.

Sexual relationships
208.

I did not engage in any sexual activity whilst in my undercover identity.

Other relationships
209.

Although I was friendly with lots of people, I would not describe anyone

who I encountered as a close friend, and I could not now identify anyone with
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whom I formed a close personal relationship. I did not assume any position of
trust With anyone.

Criminaljustice
210.

I did undertake some fly posting whilst deployed. Other than what I have

already detailed above, I didn't participate in any criminal activity whilst
deployed, nor was I arrested, charged, tried or convicted of anything else.

211.

I never appeared in criminal proceedings as a witness in my undercover

identity. As far as I am aware, the fact that I was a UCO was never disclosed in
connection with any such event.

212.

I did not provoke, encourage or cause any other person to participate in

any criminal activity whilst I was deployed as a UCO while serving with the SOS.

213.

To my knowledge, the product of my reporting was never used in support

of, or otherwise disclosed in connection with, a criminal investigation or
prosecution.

214.

To my knowledge, I never provided evidence for use in any prosecution

arising from my undercover deployment.
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Other legal or disciplinary proceedings
215.

Save for that already described above, I was not involved in any way in

my undercover identity in any other legal proceedings or in any complaint
against or any disciplinary proceedings involving a police officer.

Legal professional privilege
216.

Save as already described above, I did not receive or become aware of

any legally privileged information whilst deployed as an undercover police
officer.

Elected politicians
217.

did not recognise any of the people upon whom I reported as elected

politicians.

The use to which my reporting was put
218.

I do not have any knowledge about the use to which my reporting was

put. Once I submitted my report, that was it from my perspective. I would have
expected my managers and others within the SDS and SB to extract any
information from my reporting that they considered relevant or useful; anything
that might have a bearing on the role of the SDS. This would obviously include
details about demonstrations and the like. I expect that in certain situations
information was passed onto other sections of SB or the Security Service. I
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expect that the Chief Inspector would discern information of particular-interest
and pass it on.

219.

I believe the contribution that my reporting Made to policing was positive.

It should have assisted those involved in policing public-order events. But I do
not knOw exactly what my contribution was because I was not told. I Would
report a broad spectrum of information, as I was aware that smaller pieces of
information could amount collectively, to something much bigger. A piece of
information that might not seem particularly important put together with
something else Suddenly is important.

Exfiltration
220.

I do not remember exactly' when my deployment ended. I think I was

deployed undercover for over four years. I do not remember any set length of
deployments, and I would happily have carried on with the work. I did not want
to leave the role and I saw no reason to. I was enjoying the job. However, when
I was told it was time to move on (possibly by the Chief Inspector, although I
cannot now remember),.'I did not feel I had the right to argue. It was their
function to tell me when it was time to go.

221.

I cannot remember how I withdrew from my deployment, but it would not

have taken long or involved any elaborate explanations. I think I probably just
said I was going to be working away for awhile. I,would have said i was off next
week or something, maybe to Scotland, and that I would see them on my return.
There was no slow movement away from the group or reduction of attendance
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at meetings. The types of organisations .1 was attending had such a high
turnover of people that after a matter of months, I would not have been missed.

222.

Save what I have already said above, there was no particular planning

involved in my withdrawal. I would have had some warning from my managers
about What was due to happen'(l cannot remember how long) and then I would
have dOne it. It was down to me to plan how to leave, which did not concern
me: I just got on with it. There was no particular supervision or management of
the withdrawal, but I do not think there needed to be.

223.

Following my withdrawal, I did not maintain any contact with those who

I have reported on, nor did I make any further use of my cover name.

Managers and administrative staff
224.

I have been asked about the following individuals and whether they were

at any time a manager or,administrator serving in the SDS at the same time as
I was a UCO in the unit:
i 36i

a.

HN294

He was a Detective,Inspector when I joined the unit. He

was in charge of the SDS at that time.
37

-iNgas second in command. He was a
b. David Smith. He was Mi
- Sergeant.
,c.

7MF 7;;M.He was a Chief Inspector. We would see him now and
1 39:

again, but not as regularlyas MHN294=
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d. Matthew Rodger. He was a Superintendent. He was the next layer up
I 40
froniWES . He was involved with the SDS and we did see
him every now and,again.
e. Derek Kneale. He was a Detective Inspector. He took over the running
41

of the unit from

H N294

f. Derek Brice. I knew him, but I cannot remember him having any function
in relation to the SDS when I was,there.
g. Geoffrey Craft. He was second in command to Derek Kneale, I think he
- was a DS.
[42!
h.

I know this name but do not know him, and I do not know

.what role he played in the. SIDS
Paul Croyden. I know this name but do not know him, and I do not know
what role he played in the SDS.

225.

There was a DI in charge of the SDS, and they had a second in

command who I think was a DS. I do not remember there being anyone other
than two managers in the office. Between them they would manage the
undercover officers. 'Bushy Bignell, who I think was a Superintendent, would
occasionally come down to the office. There were no other managers serving
in the SDS during my time on the unit who were not in my chain of command.

226.

I do not believe there were any administrative staff, other than the above,

serving in the SDS during my time on the unit.
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Management and supervision: general arrangements
227.

During my deployment, I had routine contact with the DI and the DS, at

meetings at the SDS safe houses, which generally occurred once a week.
There were no set topics discussed at these meetings. Everyone would
congregate and if you had anything to discuss with your managers, you would.
For example, if there was an upcoming demonstration or major meeting that
was going to be happening, you would give them a heads up about it, in addition
to putting in a written'report.:Mile I was deployed, I cannot recall having any
face-to-face meetings with the managers other than at the meetings at the safe
, house, save where I have said something above.

228.

Occasionally I would phone into the office, when I had urgent information

to report (for example, I note from the reports that I called in when I was told to
go to the EduCation Centre for the WRP course at short notice).

229.

I would always try and write up a report about a meeting as soon as

possible after it occurred. I have described how I wrote my reports above. I
would usually submit a written report after I attended every meeting. I must have
handed in the reports at the weekly meetings, as there was no other opportunity
to do so.

230.

My managers' response to my reporting was generally positive, although

they did not really give much by way of feedback.
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231.

I believe that the only arrangements in place for monitoring my welfare

during my deployment would be their assessment of me and my behaviour at
the weekly meetings. I suppose they • made a judgment then about how
deployed officers were behaving and whether there was any cause for concern.
I think those arrangements worked well. I never had any particular concern for
my own welfare. If I had required assistance at any time I would have asked for
it, although I never did.

Senior management and oversight bodies
232.

Bushy Bignell (a Superintendent) visited the office a couple of times

during my time on the unit. As much as anything, I think he visited out of
curiosity, to find out what we were like and what we were doing. He visited the
SDS cover flat during one of the regular weekly meetings. I do not remember
discussing anything with him. He was just there. I do not think he came for any
specific purpose.

233.

In addition, the DAC, Vic Gilbert, visited on one occasion. Again, I think

it was at one of the regular weekly meetings. We laid on a meal for him. I sat
opposite him, but I cannot remember What I discussed with him. It was a fairly
informal visit; I think it Was just for him to get 6 feeling of what the unit was.

234.

As far as I am aware, no one from any outside body with any form of

regulatory or oversight responsibility for policing visited the SDS during my time
on the unit.
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235.

I did not receive any form of commendation for my work as an SDS

officer.

Deployment of contemporaries
236.

I have been asked whether each of the following individuals were in the

SDS, and if so, whether their deployment overlapped with mine:

1

Lists officers including: HN68 - In the SDS and overlapped with me' Jill Mosdell In the SDS and overlapped with me; HN344 - This individual's name is familiar but
I am not sure if he was in the SDS; HN45 - In the SDS and overlapped with me;
H N336 - I don't know the name; HN340 - In the SDS and overlapped with me;
H N348 - In the SDS and overlapped with me; HN301 - In the SDS and overlapped
with me; HN338 - In the SDS and overlapped with me; HN299/342 - In the SDS and
overlapped with me; HN343 - In the SDS and overlapped with me; HN303 - In the
SDS and overlapped with me; HN13 - In the SDS but joined shortly after I left;
H N200 - In the SDS and overlapped with me; Richard Clark - In the SDS and
overlapped with me; HN300 - I remember the name but don't know if in the SDS;
H N351 - In the SDS and overlapped with me; HN353 - I remember the name but
don't know if in the SDS; HN296 - In the SDS and overlapped with me; HN304 - I
don't know the name; HN354 - I don't know the name.
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237.

1I believe that..222=
was a member of the SDS throughout the

time that I served on the unit.

was a Chief Inspector and

bated in the Office. I do not think that he used a cover name. I do not know why
•
14§j
H N294
ran the squad
he would have one since he was not deployed.
and, to my knowledge, was not in the field. To my knowledge, he did not use a
cover name while serving with the SDS.

238.

I have been told that Richard Clark, who used the cover name 'Rick

Gibson,' was reporting on the South-East London branch of TOM. I cannot
recall having any direct involvement with the South-East London branch of the
TOM 'during my deployment. I did not come across Richard Clark during the
course of my deployment. I did: not observe him undercover and therefore
cannot comment on his conduct as an undercover officer.
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239.

To my knowledge, none of my contemporary undercover police officers,

whilst deployed:

a. Committed a criminal offence whilst undercover;
• b. Provoked, encouraged or caused a third party to commit a criminal
offence;
c. Engaged in sexual activity With others whilst in their cover identity;
d. Was arrested, charged, tried or convicted in their undercover identity;
e. Was involved in incidents of public disorder, violence or (Other) criminal
activity;
f. Reported any legally privileged information;
g. Reported on the activities of any elected politicians.

240.

I could not say what my contemporaries' achieved for the benefit of

policing Or to assist the Security Service in its

work; you would have to ask

them, or the managers in the SDS or the Security'Service.

Post deployment
Period immediately post deployment
241. '

I do not think I got any time off or period of rest after my deployment. I

was not debriefed by anyone. I do not think I was offered any advice or ongoing
support by the SDS or the, MPS following my withdrawal. That said, I did not
feel that I needed any and I am sure I could have spoken to someone if I had.
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Post Special Demonstration Squad police career
47

242.

Summary of Post SDS Special Branch Career

243.

I left the MPS entirely within months of leaving the SDS.

48

244.

I think SB managers may have imagined that the

would have been something I was fitted for because of my SDS work. In a more
senior rank, this may well have been true and the experience I had gained might
have been utilised. However, I was still a Detective Constable, and DCs were
not asked their opinions on things.

245.

I was not aware of seeking, receiving, using or disseminating intelligence

emanating from the SDS in my later roles (save for the one occasion when I
was sent to obtain a report that turned out to be my own).

246.

In terms of any effect that my work as a UCO had on my long term

welfare: I left the MPS because I found it difficult to adjust to a role in SB outside
the SDS. On the SDS, the rank structure was not felt. I remember sitting next
to the DAC, talking to him as if he was any other bloke. When you got back into
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the branch, it was a different matter. I found it difficult to adapt to being a DC
outside the SDS.

247.

I had not yet passed the promotion exam, despite having taken the exam

a number of times. I am sure that if I had passed the exam, I would have stayed
in SB and climbed ,the ladder. I did not find the topics covered in that exam to
have any relevance to the work that I was doing and I was frustrated that the
promotion process was not based on what I had done on the job. Perhaps it
woUld have been different if I had not joined the SDS, but — had I not joined the
SDS, I would always have wanted to and felt I had missed out not to. I felt the
SDS was the most interesting unit within SB and I had not wanted to come off
it.

248.

If there were any welfare services and support made available to

members of the SDS or SB within the MPS, I was not aware of them. I never
felt like I required them. If I had felt I needed help, I could have spoken to my
managers. Perhaps I did require such 'services, but I was certainly not
conscious of needing any.

Leaving the police
T4

249.

I resigned from the MPS on

1976. I was a Detective

Constable at the time. My rank was one of the reasons I resigned. I left on good
terms but was looking for more fulfilling work.
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ii

Summary of Post Special Branch Career

Undercover work in the private sector
252.

I was never given any instructions or guidance of any kind about working

undercover, or using any aspect of my assumed identity in the private sector,
before I left the MPS. I did not use any aspect of my assumed identity after I
left the DS and I did not do any undercover work after leaving the MPS..

Any other matters
253.

There is no other evidence Which I am able to give from my knowledge

and experience which is relevant to the work of the Undercover Policing Inquiry.
I do not have much independent memory of any of the work I did on the SOS,
and much of what I have said above I have only been able to say after reading
the documents provided.

Request for documents
254.

I have no documents or other information (including photographs, diaries

or other records) which might be relevant to the Inquiry's terms of reference.
My memory has not been refreshed from any document which is not in my
witness bundle.
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Diversity
255.'

I am a white British male.

I believe the content of this statement to be true.

Signed.
E-6 1
'Dated:
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